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DOWSING FOR WATER IN THAILAND

Letter-Article from Associate
Verne L. Cameron

Things were pretty low for me last summer, no help, little income. I was even discouraging business and orders for locating water and selling Aurameters. Then came the request from "Fate" magazine for an article on locating the wells which saved Lake Elsinore. Their managing editor, Betty Lou White, did a superb rewrite on it and all at once fortune turned with a letter from Mrs. Robert G. North of the big North Star Co. of Bangkok, Thailand. She wanted instructions in the use of the Aurameter!

Then came a request for me to come there to locate primary water for the North Star Co., for their water bottling plants. In the letter was a round-trip ticket from Los Angeles to Bangkok on Pan-Am. This alone cost $988.00. There was no doubt about it; this woman meant business!

But it was another matter when it came to getting my passport. I thought I was the victim of the F.B.I. or the accursed, un-American C.I.A. For some reason, or no reason, it was held up; and not until my return did I learn why. An ex-Air Force captain, and friend of mine, told me he had heard of my having trouble obtaining my passport; so he called the F.B.I. and bawled them out. He said he was told their reason was that they didn't think I should be allowed out of the country because I had demonstrated to top Navy brass in charge of the Pacific fleet, that I could locate their Submarines anywhere in the world by map dowsing. This was years ago.

The ex-Captain's reply to them was, "You ought to know you can't stop Cameron from leaving the country. All he has to do is get into Mexico and leave from there!"

Anyhow, when I went back to Los Angeles to try again the passport Bureau hardly looked at me but gave me the passport at once. I don't know the real low down on it and I don't care now. Suffice it to say, "I went. I saw. I conquered." I sold the company three Aurameters and trained three of the personnel in their use. I also interested them in the Vitic, use of magnet and carbon.

I didn't have these with me, and only two Aurameters; so these were mailed to them on my return home. When there was no acknowledgement of their receipt in Bangkok I wrote and wrote. These, too, went unanswered until I wrote to Mrs. North's partner, Dr. Rak Penayarchun, a Thailander, and asked for an explanation. He wrote a fierce reply saying I had done my job, the well had not been drilled yet. I would be notified when it was completed.
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had been well paid and had written a barrage of letters which he
wanted stopped. Our business was finished.

When I left Bangkok they all saw me off on the plane home in
the finest of moods, very grateful and friendly. Incidentally,
Mrs. North looks, acts and imitates in hairdo and all, like Queen
Nefertiti of Egypt. She brazenly confided in me that she might be
one of the next presidents of the United States! She was born in
Oregon.

THE NEED FOR PURE WATER

Thailand is beautiful, stupendous, a rain-forest country in
part. Bangkok is so low that they cant have sewers as the lines
would be below sea-level; so even the great new high-rise build-
ings (and there are more per square mile in Bangkok than in Los
Angeles, it seems to me) they have ten or twelve inch sewer pipes
pouring raw sewage right into the ever-present canals, a network
of arterial systems all over the jungle country. These are un-
doubtedly natural waterways which carried off the enormous rainfall
before there were men to straighten and dredge them. Some of the
canals reek with sulfurous sewage and are dark with it. Yet a
short distance on are water buffalo and naked or semi-naked kids,
swimming and diving in the dirty water.

These people are immune to the pestiferous stomach worms that
infest the country. I was not. I mingled with the natives, eat-
ing their foods, from dishes washed in their water, and eating
vegetables washed in it. So I came home wormy. Some of these var-
mints I recovered were 3/4 of an inch long. I have them preserved
in plastic.

I was first taken in a fine, German-make company ear to a
place on the Gulf of Siam called Pattaya Beach. (This is across
the Gulf from Sattahip-Utapao, the U.S. billion-dollar nuclear
Airbase from which our B-52 bombers make their daily runs over
Vietnam. By the time the bombers were over Pattaya Beach they
were probably so high Cameron couldn't see them nor hear them. RHC.)
At Pattaya the North Star Co. had a five acre site for a new water
bottling plant and they were using a home-made drilling machine to
put down a five-inch well.

Getting out my Aurameter I quickly discovered that they were
not over any water. They were down a hundred feet and into hard
limestone, making only a few inches a day. I relocated a good
drilling site for them, where a large fault in the limestone tra-
versed the upper part of the property, among the date palms and
tapioca plants. Here I trained Mrs. North in the use of her Aura-
meter and let her pick the exact spot in the 80-foot wide fault.
She beamed with pride.

The native drillers were ordered to take their drill rig down.
Piece by piece they hand-carried it to the new site. After two
weeks of drilling they had made only 30 feet in the swamp dirt!
I told Mrs. North that the drillers and their machine were completely out for a five-inch hole down to 500 feet, and that the driller had very much lied to her about what he could do and should be fired. I described my own experience of drilling a six-inch hole in the same kind of soil formation at Compton, California, going down 22 feet with a hand post-hole driller in two hours! So she fired the driller and ordered a new $130,000 jackhammer rig. They should have their first well drilled by now, January 1969.

Following this I was sent on three tours, all paid. I was put up at four different hotels, the finest in Thailand. In Bangkok the Siam Hotel is the one where the Royalty stays, and all the big wigs. While there I attracted the attention of a woman from Bombay, India, an official in some big religious organization. She told me she had seen Mrs. North, Dr. Rak, the general superintendent of North Star, and the hotel concierge and staff giving me the royal treatment. She asked who I was and when told I was a water-developer from California she decided to approach me and inquire if I would consent to going to India to help her religious relief organization to relieve the terrible drought conditions there. I quickly agreed.

She told me of poor people having to walk 12 miles for water, and then carry it home in jars. She said she would be back home in India by Nov. 15th (1968) and would arrange for my trip immediately afterward. I've never heard from her, either.

DARK, SMALL AND BEAUTIFUL

Part of Thailand is a vast plain cut by rivers and covered by rice fields as far as you can see. The rice was half-grown in September. The sky is always hazy and the temperature always above 60 degrees. The rivers and canals are from 30 to 300 feet wide and often in places are full of lotus flowers in bloom. The blossoms are about four to seven inches across, blue, white, yellow and red.

Men and women practically live in their peculiar boats. They were pulling up wild rice plants to replant in their own paddies. The people are dark, small and beautiful, always smiling and kind and gracious. The strange thing is they don't seem to age any at all between 15 and 35. You can't tell anything about their age without asking and they are clean and modest. There are about 23,000 Wats or temples in Thailand, all in stages of decay.

After locating four wells for the headquarters bottling plant in Bangkok, Mrs. North, Dr. Rak and the Australian manager named Pope -- he called it "Perp" -- took me by plane to their clay mines at Chiang Mae. There I located another clay deposit for them and another well. While there I was taken on a tour of the umbrella village. The entire population there makes hand-painted paper umbrellas. At another village everyone makes silverware jewelry, bowls, broaches and plates from Hindu money. This silver is melted down into ingots and hammered out into thin plates. Their silver filigree work is superb. They seldom change a design from what
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it was 100 years ago.

VALUABLE AMERICAN KNOW-HOW

While in the pottery plant of the North Star Co. at Chieng Mai I instituted some big improvements, just one of which made the work of three girls unnecessary, washing out bubbles in the glaze which didn't need to be there in the first place. This probably enraged "Queen Nefertiti", who wanted to imitate exactly the way the "Celadon" ceramics were made 300 years ago -- or the way she thought they were made.

The Scot in charge, Gordon Fullerton, was delighted. They sandpaper the prefired pottery partly with the giant leaves of the teakwood tree -- the leaves of which are as abrasive as sharkskin -- and partly with very good Japanese sandpaper. Here I called on my years in auto paint shops and showed them how they could get eight to ten times the use from a sheet of sandpaper, and save a big scraping job at the same time.

Thailand is seemingly all underlaid with a hard limestone, once sea-shell beds, at about 100 feet down. This is why there are almost no water wells in Siam. There are no drilling rigs available to cut through this hard layer. Mrs. North had only two wells, 500 feet down, and on these hung North Star's water business! They supply about all of the pure drinking water for that part of the country; at least I saw their Polaris brand bottles in all hotel rooms; they even tank truck it around for cooking.

On the way home I checked underground conditions at Hong Kong, Tokyo and Honolulu, between planes. Plenty of water there below 75 feet in the faults, and Hong Kong has no wells, only surface water in reservoirs from runoff; and it's an island! but that makes no difference; the primary water is there for the taking.

*   *   *

If you want to learn how to dowse for water, oil or minerals from the Old Master himself, write directly to Verne L. Cameron, Rte 2, Box 526, Elsinore, California 92330. His phone there is 714-678-2302. Verne charges $50 for his course. This includes a new Aurameter, made by him especially for this work, and a copy of BSRA No. 15, "The Cameron Aurameter", 82 pages, illustrated. This mimeo book can be bought direct from BSRA Hdq for $2.50.

California geologists are so jealous of successful water-witches like Cameron that their lobbyists in Sacramento are now sponsoring legislation, Assembly Bill No. 600, to make dowsing illegal in this State. Monopoly control and stifling of research in the health field has been successfully demonstrated by the California Medical Association and the college-graduate geologists are following the doctors' lead, bucking the use of this borderland science at nearby Camp Pendleton Marine Base and in Vietnam.
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DOWSING INTRODUCED TO THE U.S. ARMED FORCES

By Louis J. Matacia

In 1966 I was an operations analyst at the Marine Corps Schools at Quantico, Virginia. In November all persons working in the Landing Force Development Center there received a routine request to view a film. In this particular film, then Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara asked for ideas or suggestions that might help solve specific problems associated with Vietnam. The film illustrated current glaring military problems. One portion showed Marines in Vietnam wandering aimlessly in search of military tunnels.

Immediately after the film I told my boss, the president of Triangle Research Corporation, that I could possibly find tunnels since I had always found underground utilities easily with two wires cut from coat hangers. One thing led to another. In minutes I was demonstrating in the basement of the Development Center how the "L" rods would react to water pipes exposed in the ceiling.

Response came quickly and easily, both from the wires and from the observers. Encouraged, I released further "top secrets". I told them I could tell in which direction the water was flowing in the pipes; furthermore, I could tell the slope of the pipes! At this point some walked away, some snickered, and others decided this man was to be avoided and pitied. A few great men, with foresight and courage, wanted to know more. Right then and there began the investigation of Dowsing by the U.S. Marine Corps.

In due time Major Manley, several other officers and myself, set up an informal demonstration to see what reaction would occur in the field. We went over the Southeast Asia Village at Quantico Marine Base and detected tunnels, false wells, buried communication wires and pits, with great accuracy. I had never been to the area before.

Several weeks and many casualties later I began to think the entire potential was being shelved. So, I took it upon myself as a private citizen, with my own land surveyor's letterhead, to search out an official who would be in a position to utilize this simple tool. Figuring that one out of ten letters might get through, I upped my odds to 12 and wrote.

Included with each letter I had typed detailed instructions for making and using wire rods. Remembering that Pearl Harbor was sent seven warning messages on Dec. 7, 1941, I hoped I was using enough channels to accomplish a point of trial and use.

Prompt and beautiful formal negative replies identified the skeptics in the Pentagon (all brainwashed academic troglodytes who
not dodging Cong rockets in Vietnam! RHC). No written answers came from the battlefront. (One of Matacia's 12 letters went directly to Gen. Westmoreland in Vietnam. RHC) But then, I didn't expect answers. I hoped for action. The first positive indications came to me in a roundabout way. A social acquaintance, Ross Hales, phoned to report an inquiry made in a letter from his son-in-law in Vietnam. "Is the Matacia you canoed with, Dad, the same one who wrote our instructions for locating V.C. tunnels? The whole division is trying!"

LOCATING SECRET MESSAGES, EVEN!

Gradually reports filtered back to the Development Center from Westmoreland's Staff. Marines were finding not only tunnels, but caves, buried objects, caches of food and ammunition, and secret messages buried in bamboo tubes (communication system of the Viet Cong). The General requested more information but no research on this ancient art was readily available. Marines continued to locate tunnels, not knowing they were "dowsing". However, military leaders actually admitted thousands of lives had been saved using dowsing methods. General Masters and staff arrived to view a demonstration. He, himself, felt the torque as the rods pulled apart over a tunnel and he beamed satisfied approval.

Once this was accomplished, my employer suggested we "sit back and wait now. Give the military time to jell." Staff and Reaction Time is the term, I believe. Soon after this my employment took my attention into other fields and little was heard.

Late in May of 1967 friends phoned to tell me of their having seen, on the NBC Huntley-Brinkley TV news show, Marines in Vietnam using the wires to search for tunnels. But it was not until Oct. 1967 that DOWSING received its biggest boost.

Hanson W. Baldwin, a top quality military reporter wrote a full column report "Dowsers Detect Enemy Tunnels" for the New York Times. This was immediately condensed and published in many newspapers. Clippings were sent to me from all parts of the United States. Magazine articles on dowsing and television reports began to flourish. So did our correspondence. Carl Schleicher of Triangle Research carried on for me and answered letters and accumulated data from others, including Hugh MacCotter of Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.

The saddest case of injustice connected with this whole procedure is the status of Major Manley. After he was handed the task of checking out my assertions, his superiors have made it just about impossible for him to obtain a promotion. There are persons in authority who could correct this but I have yet to hear the deserved news.

As a direct result of the newspaper reports, which included my name and address, Art Sowder invited Carl and me to his seminar in Camp Springs, Maryland. Here we met dowsers with more skills, ex-
perience and knowledge than we had ever thought about. Ray Poppelman introduced me to books on topics like Radiesthesia, and
the mighty pendulum during many conferences.

THROUGH THE VEIL WITH THE MARINES

To further my knowledge and training and to test again the
receptivity of the Marine Corps, Ray helped me map dowse the bodies
of nine Marines who drowned in a much publicised accident on the
Potomac. We were well encouraged with results, especially when the
last body was recovered miles north of the accident where no one
but us dowsers felt it could be.

The next concrete results showed up when Carl Schleicher ar-
 ranged a demonstration for Marines at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina.
With marvelous cooperation from both dowsers and Marines, we spent
a full day exploring possible survival uses of dowse by ground
combat units. The Marines picked up the skills readily and our
tests came through excellent positive results...

Since several people have asked, I feel it is necessary to in-
clude at this time a comment on the cost involved. The time and
work to get dowse accepted by the military has been entirely at
the expense of those involved and has not, nor do we expect it to
be, reimbursed. The episode draws a high percentage in psychologi-
cal return! Look where it has led. We do feel that dowse war-
rants a serious study equal to if not more than "bed bugs for com-
bat use" -- that one was $40,000.00 -- and the new one -- $200,000
00 to see if birds can be trained to carry sophisticated radio
equipment.

Many of us will be keeping our eyes, ears, and dowse senses
open for further reports on the USS Scorpion "lost at sea" May 21,
1968. Her location, condition and situation were dowse and fed
to the U.S. Navy through many channels. We will allow the Navy S
and R time and go on from there. Dowse is in.

* * *

The above is the lead article in a brochure of 27 pages pro-
duced by Matacia and kindly sent to us by Legory H. O'Loughlin,
leader in a Los Angeles area dowse group, whose address is 1520
Idlewood Road, Glendale, Cal. 91202. Matacia's address on the
brochure is P0 Box 32, Oakton, Va. 22124. If you want a copy,
write to them. The brochure includes copies of Matacia's letter
to military brass, illustrated instructions on how to dowse by his
methods, other letters, news clips, and reports of dowse tests
made by him for the Marine Corps. The instructions which follow,
accompanied Matacia's letters to the Pentagon and to Gen. Westmore-
land in Vietnam:

"The process of locating structure underground, on the surface
of the ground, or overhead can be accomplished by using the follow-
ing method.
"In each hand hold identical wires of 3/16" diameter bent in the shape of an "L" as in the diagram below.

B 26" A

8"
Pintel

C

B          Rudder          A

Fist
Keep Level
(Gudgeon)

C

"Overall length of the wire being 34 inches, the longer side, AB, is 26 inches, and the shorter side or handle, BC, is eight inches. The hand will form a fist in which the shorter side can rest freely, keeping the longer side level with the surface (Perpendicular to the radius of the earth) as the surveyor levels his instrument. The two wires must be held side by side, with fists slightly relaxed and touching. Beginning position (see diagram below) will have the wires (A) pointing in direction you, the carrier, are slowly moving. As the carrier moves over, under or on the hidden structure, the wires will swing into alignment with the structure.

Moving

A

Rudder Wires held level and parallel.

→

A

Wire swings to Left

Wire swings to Right

Top View, looking down on Carrier from above.

"The fist acts as the fixed point, or Gudgeon. The short side may be called the Pintel and the long side the Rudder. In the case of a vertical underground structure, such as a manhole, the Rudders will also spread apart.

Top View, looking down on Carrier from above.

Covered or hidden vertical shaft or manhole into tunnel system. An old well filled in, or buried ammunition, or treasure, depending on what the Dowser is looking for.
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"By using one wire, the Carrier will determine the downward slope of the structure by the direction rudder points of its own accord, as in diagram below.

Dowsing Wire points in direction of sloping structure.

Surface of Ground

Downward sloping tunnel

COAT-HANGER DOWSERS

Here are a few quotes from New York "Times" Military Editor Hanson W. Baldwin's article of Oct. 10, 1967, filed from Camp Pendleton, California: "Coat-hanger dowsers, or divining rods, are being used by Marine Corps engineers here and in Vietnam to detect tunnels, mines and booby traps. The traditional willow wand dowser, employed for many centuries in the search for water, has been replaced, in combat use, by ordinary wire coat-hangers or welding rods ... bent into L shapes and held loosely in both fists. . .

"Major Nelson Hardacker, commanding officer of the 13th Engineer Battalion of the Fifth Marine Division, illustrates the uses of the coat-hanger dowser here at Camp Pendleton to Marine replacements bound for Vietnam. The replacements are not trained in its use, but they witness demonstrations of the device's ability to find a communication tunnel or cache of arms as part of the instruction along a 'Vietnam trail' -- a jungle trail in dense undergrowth sown with simulated Vietcong booby traps and laced with hidden tunnels.

"As the major walked slowly across the ground, the two wires suddenly spread apart. The ends pointed in opposite directions almost 180 degrees apart. 'There's a tunnel under me and it runs in the direction shown by the wires,' Major Hardacker said. . .

"A Marine lieutenant colonel who did not know where the tunnels were tried the device and got much the same result. Another officer said the coat-hanger dowser did not work well for him. 'I guess I'm not psychic enough.'

"This correspondent found a tunnel, previously unknown to him, with the device. . ."
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"DADDY BRAY, LAST OF KAHUNAS, DIES"

Honolulu "Star-Bulletin"
Nov. 12, 1968

David Ka-onohi-wena-ula-o-kalahiki-ola-a-kala Bray, 79, last of the publicly practicing kahunas, died yesterday in Kaiser Hospital. The man who was christened "the eyeball of the blazing sun of life" kept alive for the modern, increasingly commercial and primarily Christian Hawaii, the ancient religion and rituals of his ancestors.

"Daddy" Bray, who was suffering from cancer, was brought here for hospitalization from his Kailua-Kona home Wednesday. He was born March 5, 1889, in Honolulu, the direct descendant of Holoae, a Big Island high priest at the time of Kamehameha the Great. He traced his genealogy to Paao, priest of Tahiti, who arrived in Hawaii 1,000 years ago at the time of the great migrations, the story of which "Daddy" Bray knew in ancient chants handed down by word of mouth.

His Hawaiian grandmother married the English-Hindu William Henry Bray, who settled here at the time of Kamehameha III. Thousands of Islanders were given a glimpse of the old ways throughout the last 50 years when the famous kahuna appeared to bless public buildings, shopping centers, ships and even -- in 1960 -- an F102A jet fighter plane. He also lectured on the ancient chants and religion. "Daddy" Bray was reared a Christian, at Kamehameha School, from which he graduated in 1909, and at the Kawaiahao Church Bible Training School. But throughout his long life, he maintained a staunch belief in the old gods of Hawaii.

"Kahuna takes from all religions and help mankind. God is water, air, land and fire," he explained.

Unlike the ancient priests, whose power matched their chiefs and whose living was assured, the latter-day kahuna had to support his wife and family in the modern working world. Perhaps the closest to the ancients' glory was a five-year appointment as custodian and guide at the Iolani Palace throne room, from which he retired in 1958. He married the former Lydia M. Dusson, from Hana, Maui, in 1910. Their children and survivors, include David M., Michael L., Lono H., Mrs. Arthur H. (Odetta) Rosson, Mrs. Thomas (Kahala) Yancey and Mrs. James (Helen) Wood. Mrs. Bray died in 1958.

The Brays formed a hula troupe, one of the first of its kind in this century, in 1919. They entertained for more than 30 years at many Island locations, not the least of which was their own Nuuanu home, the site of tourist luaus for 16 years. Their roles
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as entertainers included occasional movie roles. The most recent, and probably best known to television late show watchers, was "Bird of Paradise" in which "Daddy" Bray played a priest and his wife directed the dancing.

UNVEILING THE MYSTERIES

The goal of the last of the kahunas was to establish the Bray Foundation for teaching the ancient Hawaiian religion and tradition. In 1966, "Daddy" Bray dedicated the site for the school-retreat near his home in Kailua-Kona. He lectured in California as late as this summer to raise the funds to support his dream project but it apparently dies with him.

Last June, "Daddy" Bray dedicated a house he bought in Pasadena, Calif., as a temple for teaching the Hawaiian religion and a meeting place for members of any religion. He left there last month to return to Kona. To perpetuate the old ways he learned from the great aunts who reared him. "Daddy" Bray founded a society, Aahui Ka Na'iaupuni, to preserve the Hawaiian language and culture. During his active years, he was sometimes called upon to practice healing by faith, which made him a kahuna pule, praying priest.

His sincere belief in the old healing rites was obvious in September 1961, when he was knocked down by would-be robbers after participating in the opening of Duke Kahanamoku's. He didn't call for a doctor or ambulance to treat his cut and bruised head; he sent a spectator for the cactus-like aloe plant and used the sap to treat himself.

"There is certainly no one to replace him," said Dr. Roland Force, director of the Bishop Museum, of David Bray.

If other kahunas remain and are practicing in the Islands, authorities agree they are practising "underground". Kahuna means "the secret". The kahunas of ancient times were those who possessed the secret knowledge -- passed down by word of mouth for generations -- that permitted them to be scientists and prophets and priests and doctors. And the kahuna anaana supposedly had the power to curse and pray a victim to death. Daddy Bray called kahuna anaanas "sorcerers", and said they were the lowest type of kahuna.

Bray himself was a healing kahuna (kahuna lapa-au), who believed more in the power of healing through prayer and faith than in herbs (Though he told us that "kahuna lapa-au" could be interpreted "herb doctor". RHC.) He said he had "iki", the spiritual power which can be transmitted to others, and which gave him the ability to heal through faith. That he had a strong and positive spiritual power is undisputed among those who knew him (And those who studied under him! RHC.).

Remembering the opening of Ulu Mau Village, Malia Solomon said Daddy Bray gave an "inspiring" invocation and admonished those present to "Let no obstacle stand in your way". His good advice
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became the motto of the enterprise, Mrs. Solomon said.

Bray once said, "I learned to love the Bible and hold its teachings dear -- but I still loved the old Hawaiian gods." So, in a way, Daddy Bray was not representative of the kahunaism of the distant past.

"But in his interpretation of the kahuna way, he was dedicated and sincere," Force said. "His dedication to Hawaii's past was one of concern with the old ways which he helped to perpetuate."

Several years ago, Daddy Bray said he was passing on his knowledge to his sons, David and Lono. David told the Star-Bulletin today: "I have all papa's papers and records and I hope to put it all together in a book." Meanwhile the sons intend to keep both the Kaiuia-Kona and Pasadena retreats open.

* * *

California

The Pasadena/address given to us was 1319 Orange Grove Ave. The address for "Ola Honua" is or was PO Box 115, Kailua-Kona, Hawaii 96740. Daddy's home and temple retreat there are in a new sub-division about three miles up and inland from the harbor and airport at Kailua. We suppose that his assistant, Gini Cameron Kuaana still lives nearby and can answer inquiries, even if the sons are not. One of Daddy's caucasian students and initiate, Douglas Low, helped Daddy write and publish a small, printed book, "The Kahuna Religion of Hawaii", in 1960, 60 pages, price not given. This contains stories of Daddy Bray's life and development as a priest in the pagan tradition of his Hawaiian forefathers.

In the Introduction to the book he writes: "A kahuna is a priest who has achieved calmness and dignity of character so that the gods trust him to keep the secrets of nature protected while using wisdom in helping mankind." To the spiritually unawakened and undedicated, the "secrets of nature" are forever a closed book. It is better so, for their own sakes and for the sake of those who might be their victims, should they gain control of the elements without at the same time gaining control over their own selfish passions.

We have made up an hour-long tape of our lengthy visit with Daddy Bray in Gini Cameron's apartment in Honolulu in 1964, and have included his chanting in Hawaiian for a class at Pacific Palisades, California that same year. A dubbing of this can be had on a 5 in. reel, Monaural, 3 3/4 speed, for $4.50, post and tax paid.

The Star-Bulletin news clip was loaned to us by Associate Bill Dugan, 8 Cedar Lawn Circle, Galveston, Texas 77552. Bill writes that he has a complete set of Daddy's chants on tape, from classes conducted in Bill's home by the kahuna several years ago, during which Bill and his wife took the Fire initiation. For more particulars on this and possible copies of the tapes, write Bill direct.
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HAYAKAWA, THE TV HERO
Lectures On Evil
By Ron Moskowitz
San Francisco "Chronicle"

S.I. Hayakawa had a homespun chat with some 3000 highschool
principals here yesterday (March 5, 1969) and told them how tele-
vision has made him a national folk hero. Then he spent the rest
of his hour-long talk discussing the evils of the world today and
placing the blame for virtually all of them on the "boob tube",
which he pictured as an electronic monster with horned antennae.
He also attacked the Little League.

The principals, here for the annual convention of the National
Association of Secondary School Principals at Civic Auditorium,
gave the acting president of San Francisco State College his usual
reward -- a standing ovation.

Hayakawa credited the sound truck incident, soon after he took
office, as giving him his image "of a United States academic Marine"
and "tremendously tough". The image is only partly true, he said,
and he pulled the wires out of the strikers' sound truck at the S.
F. State campus, simply because they wouldn't turn it down so he
could announce that it was operating illegally. Hayakawa then
thanked the news media for the image and for his accessibility to
to his public.

"One of the things that gives me the greatest satisfaction," he
confessed, "is that when the strikers go home and turn on their
TV sets they find me, and if they switch the channels they still
find me. It must drive them crazy and this thought gives me a
great deal of pleasure."

He credited his own popularity to the general public's own
estimation of the importance of higher education. "My position
is symbolic," he said, "the people think that if San Francisco
State goes down the drain the rest of education will be affected." This is not necessarily true, but as long as the public thinks it
is, it adds immensely to my burden of responsibility."

Then, to explain "the causes of tactics and violent confron-
tation", he began his all out attack on television. He said this
has made this generation of students more socially involved than
any previous one because students, watching struggles for civil
liberties in the South and the assassinations of the Kennedys, feel
more a part of what is happening today.

"Television tremendously magnifies everything that goes on
television," he added.
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Besides making students socially involved, the medium also gives instant glorification to anyone who can do something wild enough to be picked up by a camera, he said. This explains the Free Speech Movement at the University of California in 1964. Students "would get into a demonstration, then run home to watch themselves on the 6 o'clock news."

THE ELECTRONIC BABYSITTER

The common practice of parents to allow the magic tube to babysit their children was also attacked by Hayakawa, who was dressed in an iridescent green pinstriped suit.

"If you figure the number of hours children today watch television between the ages of 3 and 18, it figures out to be about 22,000 hours," he said. "These could have been spent learning how to interact with other people. Some people in their late teens have lost the ability to interact with others. This becomes a terrifying experience and they drop out. Certainly the relationship of the drug experience to television can be established. Both depend on turning on and waiting for something beautiful to happen. Both are passive experiences and help fill the void for fantasy in life."

Then he added that all of this was simply speculation on his part, "of course". But he confided that he wouldn't be recounting it if he wasn't pretty sure he was right. He then gave what he calls his "Little League Theory" of causes of student unrest.

"You know that today you can't play baseball without joining the Little League and you know that you can't play Little League baseball without adult supervision. Today the adult supervisor settles all the quarrels when back in my day the kids used to have to settle them themselves. We should remember that the spirit of democracy begins on the sandlot."

The diminutive president then tore into television news coverage, saying that it, as all television, "is governed by the necessity to show business and democracy is not governed by show business, so they don't show the long, tedious city hall hearings. The younger generations are not so much disillusioned with the democratic process as unacquainted with it."

Then he blamed television for causing the looting during racial riots, and perhaps even the riots themselves. First, he said, television commercials have given most Americans the desire for all sorts of worldly goods and makes the poor unhappy with their lot.

"The advertising industry prides itself on being able to create demand," he said, "and they certainly have been successful. It is interesting to note that the man who is out of work has even more time to watch television."

Hayakawa noted the looting was done by blacks and whites to-
gether because "suddenly they were able to have all the things they had seen on television."

He took special exception to a show on TV called "Supermarket Sweepstakes" in which women compete to see how fast they can fill up their shopping baskets with the most expensive items.

"The show glorifies looting," he said. "Whoever loots the fastest gets the prize. Why I watched the expression of one woman who had won a color television set and some broadloom carpeting and then a car, and by the time they showed her the car she practically had an orgasm right there in public."

Television, he said, gives the impression that happiness is the accumulation of worldly goods. "Against this background education must beam out its own message that happiness is a man who is thoughtful, educated, rational and reflective.

"These messages are not in harmony with each other. Advertising promotes a set of values we ourselves could never accept."

* * *

GETTING THE "CRAP" TOGETHER

From the New York "Guardian": "A new radical action group emerged the week of Dec. 16, 1969 in Madison, Wisconsin in its first offensive to 'get the crap out of the environment'. The DDT commandos, action arm of the Conservation Research and Action Project (CRAP) converged on the state capitol, where hearings were being held concerning a possible ban on the use of DDT in Wisconsin. Twenty commandos, armed with water guns full of what they told newsmen was DDT, entered the capitol building after squirting all available flora and fauna.

"CRAP was founded in early November by a group of radical scientists and SDS activists. Interest was generated in the summer when a CRAP organizer dove into Madison's Lake Mendota and came out green! After a long shower, she set out to find out why.

"Most Madisonians already know that such pollution is caused by excess nutrients washed in from unregulated overfertilization of fields in the area. However, CRAP found much more -- like the fact that a University of Wisconsin regent had bought up important marshland (which acts as a natural filter for nutrients) and made it into a housing development. More research uncovered more shady deals, and a realization that corporate interests have a free hand in exploiting the environment for profit, disregarding the ecological systems involved. Industry has a free hand because government regulatory agencies are usually staffed by people with experience in and ties with related industries. Thus paper company executives sit on water pollution control boards. They define their regulatory capacities in very specific areas, leaving plenty of room for their companies to get by. . ."
THE SECRET IS OUT--- BUT THERE'S A CREDIBILITY GAP

By John A. Keel

Thousands of people in each new generation throughout history have been provided with a full explanation of the so-called UFO mystery. These people have left behind extensive, heavily detailed records of their experiences and other less-involved humans have used these records to provide a basis for a wide variety of religious and occult beliefs. Now, within the past few years, thousands of newcomers all over the world have been exposed to similar experiences and there has been a vast "explosion" of underground literature on these once-forbidden ideas. The "hippie" newspapers of North America are now filled with detailed information although it is rarely linked directly with the UFO mystery itself. Parapsychologists, psychiatrists and occultists are reaching identical conclusions globally and independently, but almost all of this material is isolated from the "ufological mainstream" and is virtually unknown to the "scientific ufologists".

In the fall of 1967, a cult in Denmark received strong telepathic impressions urging them to build a lead-lined underground shelter in preparation for a prophesied atomic holocaust due on Christmas 1967. The cult built the shelter and as Christmas approached all the phones in that section of Denmark went dead and stayed dead for two weeks. Meanwhile, other occultists, mediums, and ESP claimants elsewhere began to receive "messages" warning of some great and disastrous event scheduled to occur on Christmas Eve, 1967. That event, of course, never took place. The Danish cult ended up with egg all over its face. But psychologists have been quietly collecting the pre-Xmas "messages" from all over the world. It is amazing that these messages all employ the same phrases and same warnings in every language. The scope of these communications rules out simple explanations of coincidence or organized hoaxing. It is obvious that these messages came through on a world-wide level and the correlations prove that they were all transmitted by a single source. Apparently, the messages of 1967 served as a dry run to test channels of communication and to provide us with corroborative, statistical evidence that these channels exist between man and ultraterrestrial forces.

The "breakthrough" of 1967 led to the organizing of several independent groups around the world, all devoted to collecting and correlating future messages. The deaths of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy were accurately predicted in advance by the participants, as was the outcome of the 1968 elections, a number of important earthquakes, and many other events.

We now have evidence that the ultraterrestrial forces are able
to see earthly events with pinpoint accuracy. It is noteworthy that the predictions allegedly relayed to "silent contactees" by the UFO occupants are identical in phrasing and content to the messages being received by trance mediums and even by Ouija board operators. The UFO contactees receive these messages on a seemingly direct level; i.e. through direct confrontation with alien entities. Many specific code phrases are used again and again in these contacts. Phrases such as "we are one" and "see you in time". The former phrase is also well-known to the occultists.

COMIC STRIP COMMUNICATION

The Hippie newspaper, the East Village Other (EVO), in New York, carried an enigmatic comic strip in its issue of Nov. 22, 1968. UFOs were not mentioned at all, but here is some of the text of that strip:

"It is a strange distance we travel on our journey toward each other, eh, Brother? . . . A distance so vast it is measureless... and thus, it is no distance at all... and us? I like to think of it as one existence withl operating simultaneously on two planes! Except, as you know, the planes interpenetrate... As do all things. And, as you know, the opening up of this communion of saints has made joy on both sides. To you, we pour across the essence of life and many of your race are learning. And back through the warp come your 'problems'... situations that arise from action blind to the light! But we are not blind! We know immediately what the harmonious answer is! And, as we are ONE now, so do you!"

The Hippie movement is of special interest to us for the Hippies have adopted symbols and mystical ideas from ancient cults and old orders of belief. Hippies under the influence of LSD and other drugs have claimed contactee-like experiences, and they have even adopted the mode of dress allegedly used by the Ufonauts in some of their human contacts. The Nehru jacket-style was described by Sid Padrick (California contactee, 1965) and many others. Even the distinctive turtle-necked sweaters long identified with the notorious Men in Black have suddenly become fashionable. When Senator Barry Goldwater addressed the student body of a Long Island college in 1967, all the students, both male and female, turned out in black turtlenecks. Oddly, none of the students could track down the source of the "order" that had swept through the college advising everyone to wear turtlenecks to the lecture. A "UN delegation" of Orientals sat in the front row, dressed in colorful Nehru jackets. Later this "delegation" simply wandered off and disappeared and did not put in an appearance at the reception which followed the lecture!

College hi-jinks? Or interpenetration? We'll never know.

For the past two years Ufologists have quietly been noting the upsurge in mysterious signals being received spasmodically on telephones, radios and TV sets throughout the country. I have frequently been told of strange voices which suddenly came over public
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address systems in churches. Almost none of these cases have been published. But in November 1968, the AP sent out a story from Portland, Oregon mentioning the "ham radio station" which has apparently been broadcasting "unwelcome comments" over the amplifier system in the All Saints Roman Catholic Church there.

Whole congregations of churches in California, along the San Andreas fault, have packed up and moved out of the State after their ministers and local prophets received impressive psychic warnings of an impending earthquake.

A WORLDWIDE TELEPATHIC NETWORK

In summary, it does appear that a massive communication effort is now underway. It is affecting all levels of society all over the world. The UFO manifestations are merely a small part of this much broader situation. The majority of all these messages are going unpublished but are being privately circulated, or they are appearing heavily veiled in Hippie newspapers and occult journals. Because the UFO buffery has been obsessed with the concept of extraterrestrial visitants and spacehips, they have overlooked most of what has been happening under their very noses. It is difficult for many to accept, or even to consider, the probability that the UFOs are directly related to occult and psychic occurrences. But it does seem probable that the contactee phenomenon is merely a variation on spiritualism and trance mediumship. And the material that has now been collected indicates that all paranormal events are the manifestations of a single central force. That "force" is now breaking through to us in every possible way. Although a great deal of nonsense is currently being conveyed, once we recognize fully the existence of this source it may move to a new phase and pass along information of very great importance.

Our preliminary studies of this complex phenomenon suggest that communication is dependent upon specific religious and racial characteristics. Intelligence and social position are not a factor. Thus, a common dirt farmer in Kentucky is apt to have the necessary genetic qualifications for contact, while government leaders, scientists, etc. may not. (Brainwashed academic troglodytes? RHG.) Persons of Indian or Gypsy ancestry are more likely to be contacted than any other single group. Catholics also have a high rate of contact.

A considerable amount of study and research remains to be done. The basic lines of research followed by most Ufologists have been false and misleading. The objects are of far less importance than we have tried to make them. They are merely a manifestation, a symptom, of the phenomenon. We must turn our attention to studying the people who have clearly been singled out by the objects and we must search for the correlative factors in the lives and background of such people.

For many years the spiritualists and parapsychologists have recognized that a large part of all the manifestations and messages
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from the "other side" are merely playful hoaxes. The same kind of hoaxes are being employed in the UFO phenomenon. Ufologists should study and compare the psychic hoaxes with the UFO events.

SPEAK FOR YOURSELF, JOHN

The precise source of all this seems to be beyond our senses. In very ancient times the existence of an invisible or parallel world was recognized and frequently alluded to in legend and lore. Before the churches edited and censored the original biblical texts, this invisible world was the central theme of those texts. The word "sheol" meant "invisible world" but the bible translators turned it into "hell" and gave it a whole new meaning.

We have been like ants trying to comprehend an elephant. Perhaps we are too small and too limited to understand the whole. But before we can even try, we must collect together all the parts and examine each section carefully before attempting to fit it into a new whole. It seems highly probable that the entire phenomenon and its source is too complex and too incomprehensible for us to define rationally. Hard, physical proof will probably never be forthcoming. We must content ourselves with statistical evidence, just as doctors collect statistics on cancer and narrow down the common factors in all cancer cases, such as excessive smoking.

Unfortunately, in the past 20 years we have collected thousands of meaningless descriptions of objects and practically no useful data on the people who saw those objects and the effect those experiences had on their lives.

Even as we pursue these new lines of research, the communication efforts are certain to increase and spread. Very few of the receivers can understand the situation they are involved in. Most try to fit their experiences into an acceptable (to them) religious, psychic or extra-terrestrial framework. The "coming of Big Brother" is merely a variation on the older concept of the Second Coming of Christ. The theories of the fourth dimension, now growing in popularity among the Ufologists, are merely a new effort to define the invisible worlds of the ancients. One thing is becoming abundantly clear: Our world is now in the process of being interpenetrated by something which is able to operate beyond the range of our limited senses. Something or someone is reaching down to us. The time has come for us to launch an effort to meet "it" or "them" halfway.

* * *

Keel's thoughtful and penetrating article on the UFO phenomenon was originally published in the "Alternate Horizons Newsletter" of Atlanta, Georgia. This is a good example of a dedicated Saucer researcher facing up to and plunging into the Cosmic Barrier which hides the secret of the UFOs. He is still wedded to the inductive methods of orthodox science and the secret will elude him until he courageously changes his thinking to the deductive method of the ancient philosopher-occultists he refers to.
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The History and Development of Radionics

Part V, The Abrams Treating Equipment

By The Radionist

We have seen that the evolvement of the detection method of E.R.A. arose mainly through Dr. Abrams' endeavors to improve his techniques of physical diagnosis, with the direction of these endeavors influenced by Professor de Sauer's concepts. In contrast, the development of the Abrams treating equipment was from the start a project directed specifically toward the goal of neutralizing or eliminating disease radiations by electronic means.

Dr. Abrams was convinced that the most effective treating current would have to be low enough in amplitude to avoid heating the body tissues and also would avoid causing any pain or discomfort. A further feature of the equipment was that it should be capable of being tuned to the radiational frequency of the specific disease to be overcome. This was a major advance in therapy. The Abrams treating equipment operated in the short-wave band, but differed from short-wave diathermy in many ways, including the following:

1. Short-wave diathermy uses heavy power which heats the body tissues. The Abrams treatment equipment purposely avoided heating up the tissues.

2. Short-wave diathermy operates on one frequency only. The benefits or advantages of tuning or frequency selections are lost when enough power is applied to heat the body tissues. The Abrams equipment incorporated the beginning of the principle of tuning the treatment current to influence the disease radiation, by offering a choice of eleven different frequencies.

3. Short-wave diathermy current is not interrupted. Interruption of such heavy treating current, which has for its goal the production of heat, would slow down the heating of the body, and require longer treatments. In contrast, the Abrams equipment used an interrupted or pulsed current, for better results in therapy.

4. Another difference lay in the high degree of damping of the current from the Abrams equipment.

Several parts of the short-wave band were used by Abrams and his immediate successors at different times, but most of the work was done in the lower third of the 45-megacycle band. In the Oscilloclast, the final form of the Abrams treating instrument, the
eleven treatment frequencies (from which the operator selected one at a time by means of push-buttons) were in the range of 43,000 megacycles to 43,357 megacycles. (This is in the 10-meter band of very high radio frequencies and just below the television bands. Channel 2 starts at 54,000 megacycles. RHC) Some of these eleven frequencies were designated for the treatment of specific diseases or groups of diseases, as the result of correlations found between disease emanations and short-wave radio frequencies in the detection research. The other treatment frequencies were for the stimulation of function of major organs such as the liver and spleen. It was considered that an interrupted current was more effective than a continuous current, with the combination of high frequency and low power used.

For over twenty years the Abrams treating equipment used mechanical means of interruption of the current output, termed the "tic-toc" apparatus, due to its similarity to the pendulum of a clock. The mechanical making and breaking of the circuit produces periodic sparks. The spark itself is known to have some therapeutic value, as witness the Lakhovsky multi-wave oscillators, and the S.S. Knight machines.

In 1938, quite a few years after Dr. Abrams' death, when radio circuitry with vacuum tubes had become well established, the mechanical means of interrupting the treatment current was abandoned by the Foundation carrying on Dr. Abrams' work. From then on, the current instead was chopped or pulsed electronically, by an oscillating circuit using vacuum tubes and a condenser. The condenser discharged periodically. There were some practitioners who felt the earlier Abrams treating units using the mechanical make and break were superior.

When the Abrams treatment equipment was in use, the output current, at low voltage and very low amperage, was conducted to the patient by connecting wires attached to metal electrodes placed dry on the patient's skin. Besides the pulsed, damped short-wave treatment output, variable in tuning to the extent already mentioned, the apparatus also delivered another type of treating current -- namely an alternating magnetic current, applied through a separate set of electrodes.

The Abrams treatment instruments, the Oscilloclast and the Oscillogron, are now of interest more for their historical than for their therapeutic value. While they undoubtedly produced some favorable results in many cases that had not yielded to orthodox methods, the length of time and number of treatments required to produce a given result were far greater than for modern radionic equipment. The differences between Abrams treatment equipment and radionic treating units will be outlined in a later instalment of this series.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE RUBBING PLATE OR DIAPHRAGM
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the use of the E.R.A. diagnostic method in the middle of the second decade of this century, efforts started on the part of some of his followers to see if the use of the human "reagent" could be eliminated. There were three disadvantages to the use of the reagent (healthy subject on whose abdomen the responses were elicited); these disadvantages were of three types -- technical, human and financial. The technical problem lay in the difficulty of finding a person who was completely healthy, free of toxicity, with all organs, glands and types of tissue functioning at par. Any deficiency of function, disease radiation or toxicity in the reagent, would be combined with the reactions of the patient, so that the responses would be a mixture of the factors from the two individuals, instead of solely from the patient.

The human problem lay in the fact that very few individuals were willing to stand for long periods of time with abdomen bared, while submitting to the percussion procedure or the stroking of the abdominal skin repeatedly with glass or plastic rods for the purpose of compiling the patient's electronic analysis data. The economic or financial factor was the necessity for paying for two individuals' time for each analysis -- that of the doctor or other person who operated the equipment, and that of the reagent on whose abdomen the reflex indications were detected.

Dr. Earl Smith, one of those who took Dr. Abrams' first class in E.R.A. method, reasoned "What is the difference between rubbing a glass rod on the skin, or rubbing the skin over a piece of glass?" From this question, experimentation began on a set-up in which the operator used his own skin for the purpose of detecting the radiations involved, specifically, the skin of the underside of the operator's fingers, particularly the balls of the finger-tips and the areas just back of the balls. These skin areas were used for the purpose of stroking the glass plates or slides. The patient's radiations were conducted to the glass by means of a connecting wire or wires from the tuner, leading to a metal coin or disc placed underneath the glass plate. It was found that glass had to be covered with a certain type of coating, in order that the "stick" could be obtained in accordance with appropriate settings of the tuning and volume-measurement controls in relation to the patient's radiations.

Various substances for the coating were tried, including india ink, photographer's re-touching fluid, photographic emulsions, etc. Later it was found that other substances could be used instead of a glass plate; these tried included rubber, leather, wood, and plastic. Rubber was difficult to learn to use, though once mastered, some operators liked it. Leather gave a strong "stick" but required a heavy stroke. Some plastics were very sensitive and gave a stick easily, but also had the fault of giving false sticks -- that is, signals when none should have been given. Certain fine-grained hardwoods were preferable, at least for many of the operators. For this purpose, mahogany and manzanita were fairly good. Brazilian rosewood or macumbawere among the best. (Rosewood fingerboards are common on stringed musical instruments. RHC.)
While the stroking of the reagent's abdomen with a rod was not quite as difficult as the original Abrams method of diagnosis by percussion, it still was quite far up in the scale of difficulty, and very few could be found who could be successfully trained in the method. A good rubbing plate assembly was noticeably less difficult to learn to use, hence it became possible to enlarge the field of practise to include more substantial numbers of practitioners. The rubbing plate became an integral feature of radionic equipment, while E.R.A. retained the use of the reagent. The E.R.A. method has died out since the Electronic Medical Foundation went out of existence some years ago (the organization to which Dr. Abrams willed his fortune, for carrying on his work). Radionics continues to be used; openly and freely in England, to a lesser extent in some other European countries, and on a reduced scale in the United States due to pressures brought to bear against it in recent years by the forces of orthodoxy. (To be continued.)

* * *

HOSPITAL HAZARD -- ELECTROCUTION

San Francisco "Chronicle", Feb. 21, 1969 -- "Washington. About 1200 hospital patients are accidentally electrocuted annually while receiving 'routine medical treatment' or treatment because of faulty equipment, safety investigators have been told. The source of the information was Dr. Carl W. Walter, clinical professor of surgery at Harvard Medical School and a surgeon at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston. The disclosures were made by consumer advocate Ralph Nader in testimony before the National Commission on Product Safety.

"Dr. Walter said in a telephone interview that many of the electrocutions occur during diagnostic procedures in which the patient is hooked up to electronic systems. Almost invariably, he said, the deaths are listed as cardiac arrests -- 'and who's to prove electricity caused the heart stoppages?' For that reason, he said, there have been few law suits over the deaths, and the hazards have been little publicized. The Boston doctor said that most hospital electrocutions occur when untrained hospital employees link inco- mpatible units. But other such deaths are caused by surges of high voltage, leaking from equipment, poor circuit design and connecting patients to electronic equipment for long periods of time -- as in intensive care units.

"Dr. Walter said he obtained the figure on electrocutions from an actuary for a national insurance company whom he would not name. The number, he said, is close to his own estimates."

* * *

"The young will continue turning on no matter how many of them are turned off into prisons. Such legal restrictions only reflect the cultural revenge of a dying culture against its successors." Marshall McLuhan in March "Playboy"
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THE KNIGHT-MODIFIED ABRAMS OSCILLOCLAST

"I can give you a little information about the Knight machines. Mr. Knight -- I don't think he was a doctor -- lived in Petaluma, Cal. and is now deceased. His son, S.S. Knight, lives in Walnut Creek, and for a time after his father's death was concerned with the modified oscilloclasts. Now all such activities have ceased. He said his father sank considerable money into them, thinking they would be of benefit to all, and that a Dr. Bryant in Seattle did some research with them. The machines were given away, not sold, and there were several models and modifications. He said good results were obtained but the machines "became magnetized' and useless. The original Knight had a collaborator whose name I don't know. I became interested when I saw the Associate's query in a recent Journal and I inherited one of the machines.

"It was used by my grandfather, who practiced Veterinary Medicine in North Hollywood. He was also trained in Homeopathy and used several oscilloclasts, one of which my father's cousin uses to treat herself because she has chronic health problems. The one I have is in a copper lined box and has a rotating wheel which is supposed to make 90 contacts per minute for a make-and-break circuit, applied to the body through electrodes, of course. I've never used it since I know nothing about it.

"My grandfather, a chemical engineer incidentally, designed and built his own radionics apparatus. He kept blood spots of people and diagnosed their current medical status by reference to the original bloodspot. He also was an occultist, but I've never been able to find out too much about his activities in this realm. I was only 12 at the time he died in 1948, so didn't know him very well."

A.C.B., California

VERNE CAMERON REPORTS -- ON THE FEBRUARY CATASTROPHE

"Well, we got it. After an all day rain and all night rain, and more yesterday, I had to bank around a hole to keep flood water, which was flowing in two streams east of the house, from filling the septic tank with mud and sand. Then after I was already tired I had to fight frantically for another two hours to divert it from undermining the foundation and running tons of sand under the house. When I had carried boulders and lumber and done all I could I laid down about noon to rest and read. I looked out the window and saw a pile of trees and branches -- just cut and built into a barrier -- come rolling down against our two water tanks and up behind the brick wall back of Jeanne's room. Then a great roar and down the canyon from the mountains behind us came a wall of water, mud, sand, boulders and even one liveoak tree torn out by the roots. In three
minutes it built a mass of sand and mud all over the patio and under the patio, and a mound of mud and sand knee-deep back of Jeanne's room. It tore out trees and plants and finally diverted partly and ran to the creek to the west. Again I got soaked to the skin and lost a shoe repeatedly while I tried to prevent part of the river from running east of the house. Then I gave up. In the night this big roaring river abandoned the canyon and took off down the road! This morning, Feb. 26th, there is a four foot deep gash 20 feet wide across the road, so my car is marooned here at the house with no way out. The entire upper end of the road is a mass of gutters and boulders. I'll have to walk down to the highway to mail this. There is at least $1000 worth of damage as it looks now. You don't own property. It owns you! The other road to the 20 acres is gone, too. There must be at least 3000 gallons of water a minute still running down my "river road" this morning. I'll need positive thinking to lift myself out of this mess; it was indicated in my horoscope. I've just engaged a big Bulldozer for two days at $24 an hour, plus $60 for hauling fees, to clear up this mess and fill in the Grand Canyon down my road."

Verne Cameron, Elsinore, California

RUSSIANS ON THE MOON IN JUNE, 1968??

The February 1969 issue of "Beyond" magazine carries the story by Franklin Stevens, who got the details from a defected Russian space scientist, Prof. Lev Mohilyen, in Paris last fall. Mohilyen claimed to have been present at the launch of the Russian spacecraft bearing two Cosmonauts, from a secret rocket base in the Ural mountains on the morning of June 5, 1968. The flight and soft-landing on the moon's surface were without incident, all closely monitored by radio and TV at the Russian command control center. Mohilyen claims their technology is so advanced now that the West cannot monitor these broadcasts from space. Maybe, but from the beginning of the space programs the policy of the U.S. government has been not to reveal our tracking and monitoring of Russian space vehicles unless the Russians themselves publicly announce such missions.

The two Russian Cosmonauts, Ilya and Evgeny, readied their moon landing vehicle for a quick take-off and clambered down to the surface "the first humans in history to stand upon the surface of the moon," so Mohilyen told Stevens. Then came trouble in the form of a mechanical contrivance on stilt-like legs. It bored its way out of the moon soil and attacked Evgeny. The ground monitors on earth heard Ilya shriek, "It's crushing him! It's crushing him!" Ilya was ordered to get the hall off the moon and he did, according to Mohilyen, and made a safe return to earth.

Is there any truth to this fantastic yarn? It is quite possible. For years our space scientists have predicted that Russia had the capability to get to the moon long before we did. Back in 1961 newsmen interviewed Werner Von Braun at the Army's rocket factory at Huntsville, Alabama. They asked the rocket scientist...
what our astronauts would be likely to find when they reached the surface of the moon? Von Braun's laconic reply, "Russians".

Remember our quoting the Argentine prophet, Parravicini, in the December 1967 Journal? As far back as 1938 he predicted the coming space exploration and the meetings between our spacemen and those from other planets. Parravicini also predicted that such meetings would not be believed here on earth. And we would add, even if such meetings are revealed! They won't be, as long as all civilized governments on earth maintain their "silence policy" on Flying Saucers; for to admit publicly that the moon is inhabited by moon beings, or used as a space base by other planetary explorers, is to admit the reality of Flying Saucers. It won't happen unless there is a revolution and the blinders are thrown off by a rebellious youth the world over.

Latest news from Moscow on Russian plans for space exploration seem to be ignoring and by-passing the moon. We know why, if the tragedy of their first moon landing in 1968 is true. The place is too hostile for unprotected earthmen. Richard Reston, filed a story on Russian space plans, from Moscow to the L.A. "Times", Jan. 19, 1969. It's all about Russian plans to build an orbiting platform from which to launch exploratory voyages to the planets -- with no mention of the moon at all! Either as an objective in space or as a launching platform to the other planets! Reston quotes the newspaper, Pravda: "The flights to the planets will probably start not from the surface of the earth, but from an orbital station where cosmonauts, the fuel and inter-planetary spaceships themselves will be brought from the earth on special cargo rockets designed for repeated use."

With our knowledge of the alleged June 1968 landing on the moon we can understand American reporter Reston's puzzlement in the last paragraph of his news story: "Accordingly, the Russians are now talking about an eventual manned orbiting laboratory, while the American Apollo program moves toward a seemingly different objective, the landing of a man on the moon perhaps by midyear."

SO WHAT'S NEW? FROZEN AIR ON MOON?

"There are deep, pitch-black craters near the North Pole of the moon where the sun has never shone, where temperatures have been hundreds of degrees below zero for billions of years. It may be so cold on the floor of these dark pits that gases, once part of a lunar atmosphere, remain frozen," writes L.A. "Times" reporter from Houston, Texas, March 10, 1969. "Scientists at the Manned Spacecraft Center here would like to send an Apollo landing team into one of these craters to see whether they can find some frozen remains of the moon's atmosphere. . . ."

SOCRATES, AN INITIATE IN THE WESTERN MYSTERY TRADITION

2369 years ago in Athens, the Greek philosopher Socrates was telling the few people interested that the atmosphere in the deep,
dark valleys of the moon was not frozen but was being breathed regularly by the moon's inhabitants! At least that's the way H.P. Blavatsky tells it in "Secret Doctrine", in a footnote on page 43, Volume III: "Socrates would not have been put to death had he kept secret the revelations of his divine Daimon. He knew how little his century (469-399 B.C.) -- save those initiated -- would understand his meaning, had he given out all he knew of the Moon. Thus he limited his statement to an allegory which is now proven (in 1888? RHC.) to have been more scientific than was hitherto believed. Socrates maintained that the Moon was inhabited and that the lunar beings lived in profound, vast and dark valleys, our satellite being airless and without any atmosphere outside such profound valleys. This, disregarding the revelation full of meaning for the few only, must be so of necessity, if there is any atmosphere on our bright Selene at all. The facts recorded in the secret annals of the Mysteries had to remain vailed under penalty of death."

The above is quoted from the April-May 1965 RR and also page 18 of our Flying Saucer talk: "ESP, the Space Travel Problem", 47 pages, illustrated, mimeo, $1.25. If you would rather have an excellent tape recording of the talk, made in Buffalo, New York in 1965, it's $4.50 on a 5 in. reel, Monaural, 1½ hours, Mylar tape.

THE GOLDEN DAWN MATERIAL AGAIN AVAILABLE

"Thanks for sending a sample copy of your Journal. I found much of the material of good interest and I was particularly pleased with the emphasis you have placed on the practical, down to earth, approach to Occult study and practice on pages 23 and 24 of the Jan-Feb issue. This is in line with my own approach and I am very pleased to see it getting this attention.

"I am sure you will be interested in knowing that we have purchased all of the copyrights from the Aries Press for the Regardie books, and that we have already put to press a new, and enlarged, edition of THE GOLDEN DAWN. This will be issued in a two volume edition, boxed, for $25.00, and should be ready in about two months. We will follow this with other reprints -- all of them enlarged with new introductions by Dr. Regardie -- of his other books that have long been out of print.

"I am enclosing a review copy of THE ART AND PRACTICE OF THE OCCULT by Ophiel, which you may or may not have previously seen. . . I certainly also appreciate your favorable comments on the MOON SIGN BOOK, and you will be pleased to know that I have long been considering augmenting our ASTROLOGICAL CALENDAR in such a way as to make it more useful in ritual magic."

Carl L. Weschcke, President
Llewellyn Publications
PO Box 3383
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101
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"THE ART AND PRACTICE OF THE OCCULT"

By Ophiel, is not quite as ambitious nor all-embracing as its title suggests, but it is the work of a self-taught, practicing magician who writes from experience. His style is breezy conversational, almost as though transcribed from tape recorded lectures. His approach to the Mysteries is by way of the Tattvas, the symbol system which puts the operator in touch with the Elements: Ether or Akasha, Air, Fire, Water, and Earth. Any of you who felt a stir of interest in the several articles on the Fire Element and Salamanders in our Jan-Feb Journal would find Ophiel's work instructive and full of interest. His information on the Tattvas is derived from Volume IV of the Golden Dawn, and he doesn't hesitate to credit this and other writings of Dr. Israel Regardie, as well as Dion Fortune and her extensive literature on the Kabala. In our own work on the Kabala, "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances", we follow Dion Fortune's lead in approaching the Mysteries directly by way of the Tree of Life and its related Cosmology. There are other approaches. Paul Foster Case used the Tarot. Another way would be through Astrology. What way is best for you? That's for you to decide. Choose one system and stick with it until you've absorbed all it can give. If you never start you'll never finish. The only ritual Ophiel gives in this little book of 150 pages is the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram, but he does give a thorough explanation and analysis of its meaning in relation to the four directions. $4.95, Llewellyn Publications, St. Paul, Minnesota 55101. 41/3 in the United Kingdom.

"THE BIBLE AND THE TAROT"

Corinne Heline has favored us with a review copy of her new book, one which has long, long been needed, a definitive interpretation of the Tarot cards in relation to the Christian Bible! Other Tarot authorities have touched very little on this if at all, and yet both are important parts of the Western Mystery Tradition! The 237-page book is in four parts. Part I has four chapters on basic principles: Letters, Numbers, Ciphers and Codes; the Kabbalah, Religion for the Astronomer; the Seven Holy Names of God and the Tetragrammaton; and the Letters of Flame. The five chapters of Part II are devoted to the three Septenaries of the Hebrew Alphabet, a Series of Cosmic Glyphs, with a page or two on each letter and its occult significance. Part III has six chapters on "A Comparative Study of the Bible and the Tarot", concentrating only on the 22 trumps. Chap. 14 is entirely on Arcane 22, The Fool", and Chap. 15 the "Sayings of Christ Correlated with the Tarot". The fourth section is an "Outline of the Path as Symbolized in the Hebrew Letters, the 119th Psalm and the Tarot. This whole thing is really a "Song of Initiation", with each verse of the Psalm explained as a deep spiritual meditation. A great part of this work must have been inspirationally written, as Mrs. Heline has been physically blind for years. One wonders if her pen wasn't guided by her Rosicrucian teacher, Max Heindel. $5.75. New Age Press, Inc., PO Box 372, Oceanside, California 92054.
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MRS. STEEN CHICKENED OUT

In the Prophecy Corner article in the Sept-Oct 1968 Journal we told of the Richmond, California housewife, Elisabeth Steen, who was greatly disturbed by repeated visions of another great earthquake and tidal wave hitting the San Francisco Bay area in April of this year. The news media gave her wide publicity through articles and TV interviews. On the strength of her visions, and previous dreams which had come true, she persuaded her husband to give up his job, sell their home, and move to Spokane, Washington. Other Bay area families followed them. A brief news item in the LA "Times" for Saturday, March 29th, reports that Mrs. Steen died of a heart attack, in Spokane, at the age of 29.

MARK PROBERT IS GONE, TOO.

The dedicated channel for the Inner Circle bowed out of this life Saturday morning, Feb. 22nd, at Mercy Hospital in San Diego. So now he's happily with his beloved Irene again and in a position to personally check out some of the reams of information that came through him, while in trance, through the years and years of his service to the Light. From the time of a nearly fatal heart attack late last fall until the end, medical science and the prayers of his friends could do nothing to stop the separation from the flesh. At Mark's request there were no funeral services after the cremation, just a memorial gathering of friends and well-wishers at the apartment, 931 26th St., San Diego 92102, all day Thursday, Feb. 27th. Miss Ann Bankerd, Sec'y-Treasurer of the Probert's Kether-E-Da Foundation, has decided to keep the apartment center open to visitors. Tape recordings of the seances are available for listening. Some are in print and for sale. We understand the last edition of the "Magic Bag" is about sold out but another edition is planned. Write to Miss Bankerd at the above address for more information. The phone there is 714-232-5920.

We can be sure the Inner Circle foresaw the end of the Probert "ministry" long before it occurred. If it is their wish to carry on through another medium or mediums, these have probably already been chosen and prepared for the channeling of information and instruction, just as Mark was watched over and prepared through the early years of his life. When and where this will manifest remains to be seen. Anyone can contact these Teachers if they want to, just by calling their name and visualizing their image! This is why they posed in definite Astral form so Mark could paint their portraits. The picture of a person is his psychic telephone number but it takes considerable practice to make a good connection. Your editor tried this regularly for several months in 1960. The results are in BSRA brochure No. 2-H, "An Attempt At Cosmic Mediumship", 36 pages, $1.00. We also have 26 volumes of the early Inner Circle material through Mark Probert, 1946 to 1953. The range of information and subjects discussed, not to mention the astonishing array of communicating characters, is truly impressive. A large part of this material is indexed. Send 50¢ for our BSRA publication list.
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BOOK DONATIONS for resale to members and friends

BLAVATSKY, H.P. - The Secret Doctrine, Vol.1, Cosmogenesis... $2.00
  Standard reference work on occult philosophy
COOMARASWAMY, Ananda - Buddha and the Gospel of Buddhism... 5.00
  Classic introduction to Buddhism
EDMUNDS, Simeon - Hypnotism and the Supernormal .............. 3.00
  Study of the Psychic side of hypnotism
EDWARDES, Allen - The Jewel in the Lotus....................... 3.00
  Survey of the Sexual Culture of the East
FLOURNOY, Theo. - From India to the Planet Mars.............. 5.00
  The famous mediumship of Helene Smith
HARTLEY, Chris. - The Western Mystery Tradition.............. 2.50
  By one of Dion Fortune's students
HUBBARD, L. Ron - Dianetics, Modern Science of Mental Health 2.00
  A handbook of Dianetic Therapy
HUXLEY, Laura - You Are Not The Target......................... 2.50
  Coping with change, a practical manual
HUYSMANS, J.K. - La Bas (Down There)......................... 3.00
  Study of 19th Century French Satanism
JONES, Lloyd K. - God's World, A Treatise on Spiritualism 2.00
  Seance notes from Stead Memorial Center
LAUCKS, I.E. - Speculation In Reality......................... 1.00
  A physicist approaches psychic phenomena
LEE, Gloria - Why We Are Here............................... 1.00
  Earth and mankind as seen from Jupiter
MASTERS, R.E.L. - Eros and Evil............................ 4.00
  Sexual Psychopathology of Witchcraft
MALTWOOD, K.E. - Glastonbury's Temple of the Stars 2.00
  Giant Zodiacal effigies in England
MURPHY, Joseph - St. John Speaks......................... 1.50
  Mystical interpretation of the Disciple
PEALE, Norman - The Power of Positive Thinking........... 1.50
  Mastering problems of everyday living
PITT, James E. - Adventures in Brotherhood, the Work of the 1.50
  National Conference of Christians and Jews

Paper Backs - 50¢ each

AUROBINDO, Sri - More Lights on Yoga
BERRY, G.L. - Religions Of The World
BREDESON, Lenore - More From One Step Beyond
DICKHOFF, Robert - The Eternal Fountain
MONTGOMERY, Ruth - Jean Dixon, A Gift of Prophecy
RAMPA, Lobsang - The Cave Of The Ancients
SMITH, Homer W. - Man And His Gods

Name alternate selections in case your first choice is sold out.
If we are unable to complete your order, all or in part, money will
be refunded. Please include California 5% sales tax if applicable.
Make checks payable to BSRA, PO Box 548, Vista, California 92083
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In 1968 the tangible assets of our Borderland foundation continued to diminish slightly, following a long term trend that began after the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963. Gross income was off almost $600 and memberships dropped another hundred. The trend seems to have leveled off somewhat this spring and if you make some effort to attract new members this year, we hopefully look to an increase. Revenue from the sale of borderland literature and gadgets, Vitic, Eeman Screens, Colorahama projectors, Rainbow Toners, has helped compensate for the drop in membership fees. Donations to BSRF and for lectures held up fairly well. There is increased demand now for teaching Occult Science and developing ESP. We are ready, with a series of lectures and Workshops on "The Invisible Reality Behind Appearances". Two volumes of this material are available now, at $2.50 each, and a third will be published this year.

For those of you who would like Audio instruction to go along with the above texts, we have most excellent tapes of a recent class, covering the first three chapters of "Invisible Reality". There are three tapes for the three classes or chapters. Each tape is an hour and a half long. It includes the lecture, the Workshop on mental conditioning, relaxation, rhythmic breathing, visualization and meditation; and the description of thirty-six 35mm color slides used at the end of each class. One Mylar tape, 5 inch reel, Monaural, 3 3/4 speed, $4.50. If you would like the slides also, $12 for a set of 36 duplicates. Allow three weeks for duplication: Cost of the whole package, including three tapes and three sets of 35mm slides, 36 slides to a set: $49.50, plus postage and insurance, and the California 5% sales tax where applicable.
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AND WE ENJOY PUBLISHING IT

"I always enjoy the Journal and it seems to reach me when the spirit is low. It acts as a powerful tonic. Don't continue your wonderful work and may the New Year be a healthy, prosperous and peaceful one for you both. Forgive the late renewal. I've added a small contribution to my membership fee."

J.M., Jackson Heights, New York

Thanks a batch for the encouraging words and the encouraging check, Hugo. We'll carry on in the search for Truth and the sharing of it with those who care to listen. We are thankful for a living and working center unhindered by catastrophies, natural or man-made.

HOW CAN AMERICA BE LIKE THAT?

"Enclosed is my check for membership renewal for 1969. The extra $4 is for a copy of "Heart To Heart Transplant" and for Part II of "Invisible Reality Behind Appearances". I will also give you -- if someone wants to know -- the address of Dr. Cynthia Drown Chatfield, Dr. Ruth Drown's daughter. Her desert home is at 3916 Morongo Road, 29 Palms, California 92277. P0 Box 125. The case against her is still dragging on, she tells me, but she hopes for the best. How is it possible that the American court can go on for over five years? We are astonished here in Sweden, when we hear things like that, and innocent persons, too! I do not know if she dares talk about her mother's radionic instruments, but I read in your Journal that people still want to hear about it. I am the owner of the book with 'the rates' (25 years of work, Ruth Drown told me) and I have had the book micro-filmed and the film is in by bank-box, for sure. At least I have tried to preserve her work for the future. My best wishes for a New Year and for your own future work in those invisible fields."

K.B., Stockholm, Sweden

We're glad to have this reminder from Sweden that Dr. Chatfield is carrying on in the tradition of her pioneering mother. We had a nice visit with her and a chat about things borderland last fall. Several of her mother's printed works on Radionics are still available, write to Dr. Chatfield for details.

NOW HE'S READY TO BELIEVE

"Thank you for your contribution in the 'Book of Space Brothers'. Yours was worth many times the price of the silly thing. I have long been a student of the various conspiracies plaguing mankind but could never isolate just what the Inner Directorate was! I'm now ready to believe it lies in the occult. Does your organization publish a newsletter, circulate booklists, information and the like? Anything at all you can do for me that will get me started in business you developed in ROSS will be deeply apprecia-
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ted. The Publishers kindly sent me your address."

A.D., Sharon, Vermont

A sample Journal is on its way. Here is a perfect example of the Flying Saucer phenomenon serving as an Awakener to the Invisible Reality Behind Appearances.

GOOD SOLDIER TO THE END

In all his years in the Whitehouse, from 1954 on, and after leaving the nation's presidency in 1960, Dwight Eisenhower never broke security on the reality of Flying Saucers. He always remained loyal to the military-industrial complex that helped to put him in office and to keep him there for eight years. Through private letters to us from Meade Layne, we of BSRA knew of the landing of space ships at Edwards Air Force Base, California in the spring of 1954. How naively hopeful we were then that the great leader of our nation would grasp the torch of freedom offered him when he visited the Air Base during his spring vacation at Palm Springs, and boldly lead us into the Space Age with a public recognition, and acceptance, of the Visitors. But it wasn't to be. Why, we learned from Raymond Natalli of the Inner Circle, speaking through Mark Probert, April 17, 1954.

Natalli confirmed the landing of space ships at Edwards, but urged Meade to make only a limited release of the information, not through the Round Robin journal. Then there was the matter of a public statement by the President. Francis Ohm, present at the special seance, asked the question.

"Do you feel, Ramon, that Eisenhower is sincere in his attempts at what he might do? Is pressure put on him, or what?"

"This man," replied Natalli, "like all men of his kind in high government positions is the leader or symbol of such in your country. They are always under pressure. They cannot act alone. Back of him in the shadows stand such individuals as Bernard Baruch and next the High Roman Catholic Church. These are the two main forces. . ."

REPORT ON LAKHOVSKY MWO

"My experience with the MWO is that it is more effective if sparking is at slow intervals, 1/4 or 1/2 second. If sparking is rapid the effect can be too strong and one can actually feel worse as a result. I have tried to construct a duplicate MWO which would produce as much as a two-inch spark but cant make it work. The original Lakhovsky equipment should be described and diagrammed. What was its high voltage? What size and diameter were the original coils? I have tried making coils or copper tubing and while fully able to make a spark, got the impression that it was more intense in its effect. . ."

S.S., Chicago, Illinois

Thanks for the report and if we can obtain the specs on Lakhvsky's equipment.
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ovsky's original equipment, we'll be glad to publish them in the Journal, and also add them to the MWO brochure, BSRA No. 29, $1.50. In this brochure we now have information on a commercially built Tesla Coil which puts out a stronger spark than the Bob Beck adaptation outlined in the brochure! It is manufactured for the beauty shop business for only $25, Coil No. 9, by Master Appliances, Inc., 1600 Factory Ave., Marion, Indiana 46952.

**FLYING SAUCERS UNCENSORED**

A full discussion of the landing of Space Ships at Edwards Air Force Base, California in 1954 can be read in BSRA No. 2-J. Illustrated, 48 pages, $1.50. The official "silence policy" on other Saucer sightings is also lifted and discussed, fully and frankly. This talk also includes a review of Dr. Puherich's analysis of the time factor in gravity, from his book, "Beyond Telepathy". We have a good tape of the talk also, as given to the San Francisco Interplanetary Club, 1½ hours, 5 inch reel, Monaural, Mylar... $4.50.

**THE HEART TO HEART TRANSPLANT**

And How To Do It Etherically. If you shudder at the gruesome traffic in vital organs, be at peace. There is a higher and better way of encouraging normal transplantation within your own system, discussed in detail in BSRA No. 30, illustrated, mimeo... $1.50.

* * *

The JOURNAL of Borderland Research

Borderland Sciences Research Foundation
PO Box 548
Vista, California 92083